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From an expert.
For more than one good
reason.
With DUSCHOLUX, you’ve made the right choice. We
develop and produce bath and shower solutions for you
with reliable Swiss quality. This means that our products
exceed your highest expectations when it comes to
aesthetics, durability and sustainability – with international success.

For more than 50 years,
DUSCHOLUX has been designing
bathrooms that are right up to date
and fulfil your every desire. No
matter whether you want to recharge your batteries, relax for a
while or just use it every day. No
matter how big or small your room
or how unusual your idea – your
Exclusive distributor

Sales organisation, production site

request is our only priority.

DUSCHOLUX
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Simply a good feeling.
DUSCHOLUX CareTec® Pro.
Economical, environmentally friendly, easy to clean. DUSCHOLUX
CareTec® Pro creates tangible added value in the bathroom with innovative technology. The permanently dirt-repellent surface considerably reduces the amount of cleaning required. This saves time and money, protects
health and helps the environment.
Features
•

5-year guarantee on the easy-to-clean effect for CareTec ® Pro coated glasses
factory fitted

•

10 year warranty against glass corrosion

•

Exclusive to DUSCHOLUX shower walls

•

Developed in collaboration with a spin-off of the Swiss Research Institute for
Materials and Technology EMPA

•

Unique glass finishing.
Saves time.

It’s sustainable.

The drip-off effect eliminates the

The surface treatment permanently

need to dry the glass after showe-

protects the shower wall from glass

ring. Depending on the hardness of

corrosion and makes it particularly

the water, cleaning the shower

durable.

wall with a microfibre cloth every
one to two weeks is sufficient.

DUSCHOLUX CareTec® Pro. Consistently concentrating on the

Saves on cleaning agents.

essentials.

DUSCHOLUX CareTec® Pro removes limescale and dirt from
the exposed surface. This makes
cleaning easy and without the use
of limescale removers.
It’s environmentally friendly.
Reduces the amount of chemicals
released into the air you breathe
and the water cycle. In addition,
the reduction in time and effort
required for cleaning means water
savings that save hundreds of litres
of drinking water every year

Video with 1:1 comparison to an
uncoated shower wall at
www.duscholux.com/caretecpro

Applied directly in the factory with state-of-the-art technology

DUSCHOLUX
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The exclusive feel-good oasis, the architectural masterpiece, the small bathroom,
guest bathroom or the standard for rental
properties. In our product worlds, you’ll
find the perfect option for every desire,
every bathroom layout and every budget.
And the special touch is that DUSCHOLUX
will make all your ideas a reality.

Meeting your every demand.
Your needs are just as unique as your projects. We can
provide versatile solutions for all requirements using our
modular concept, which is based on the principle of
“Good-Better-Best”. In this way, a product variant from our
basic segment “C” provides the same level of satisfaction
as the solution from the mid-range segment or the premium
segment “Plus”. They only differ in terms of features
and price. No matter what variant you opt for: With all
DUSCHOLUX products, quality, innovation and easy-ofuse are guaranteed.

5 worlds.
365 days to
discover them.

Viva
Refined style icon.
Brings life to your bathroom.

The Viva product world embodies innovation. Masterful
workmanship, clear lines of sight and invisible functional
ity speak for themselves. When paired with your flair
for first-class bathroom design, you give this shower
enclosure its own special personality. Viva represents
class in its purest form.
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Viva
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Viva Sliding door

02

Variable profile and creative freedom.
The Viva sliding door fits into your room particularly well
thanks to its innovative guide profile. Glass or stone-effect
PanElle can also be integrated into the profile to add that
special touch. This is how the right PanElle rear wall can
really bring together the overall look. Rich in contrast
or understated – combine all the benefits of a modern
sliding-door shower enclosure with a surprising level of
creative freedom.

Features
•

Reduced-frame shower enclosure with 8 mm glass thickness

•

Colours Silver Matt and Platinum Silver

•

Including DUSCHOLUX CareTec ® Pro glass finishing

•

Guide profile can be customised with glass- or stone-effect
Slim magnetic closure made of aluminium

•

Soft-close function for smooth opening and closing

•

Push & Clean function for easy cleaning

•

Shower enclosure height up to 2500 mm

Viva

PanElle
•

01

03

01
With the new Viva and PanElle Stone,
the shower enclosure blends into the
rear wall – and creates an exciting overall
concept.
02
The PanElle surface is skilfully integrated
into the guide profile – whether you go for
glass or stone.
03
Special solutions for particular rooms:
with Viva, the planning remains flexible
from the beginning.

DUSCHOLUX
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Individuality lies in the
details.
The new Viva shows you how.

Without a wall profile and with a concealed roller guide in
the minimalistic top profile, DUSCHOLUX Viva is reduced
to the bare essentials: a partially framed shower enclosure
that enhances every bathroom with its transparent effect.
The new freedom offered by the profile designs gives you a

Viva

unique interior design with a personal touch.

02

01

01
With no wall profiles, Viva impresses with
its high level of transparency and virtually unliwithed possibilities – even in
made to measure dimensions.
02
The hidden functions are a guarantee
of comfort with Viva: the slim top profile
with concealed roll guide, the Push &
Clean function for easy cleaning and
our soft-close mechanisms for smooth
opening and closing.

DUSCHOLUX
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01
The slim and extremely flat hinge is
flush on the inside and particularly easy
to clean – with a practical lift-and-lower
mechanism as standard.
02
Individuality down to the last detail:
hinges and handles are also available in
glass-effect PanElle.
03
Viva means freedom – with colours and
installation versions too.

02

01

Viva Swing door

Colourful accents in unison with
the rear wall.
For those who prefer elegant swing doors, our new Viva
shower enclosure offers plenty of room for individuality. You
can even pair the glass-effect surface of the hinges with the
matching PanElle rear wall. In addition to the popular Chrome
options, you can also go for White, Black and Stainless Steel
Finish. With Viva, everything is possible!

Features
•

Frameless shower enclosure with 8 mm glass thickness

•

Fitting colours Chrome, White, Black and Stainless Steel Finish

•

Including DUSCHOLUX CareTec® Pro glass finishing

•

Fittings can be customised with glass-effect PanElle

•

Internally flush surfaces for easy cleaning

•

Swing doors open inwards and outwards

•

Slim magnetic closure made of aluminium

•

Lift-and-lower mechanism for easy opening and closing

•

Optional wall profiles for an extended adjustment range

•

Shower enclosure height up to 2200 mm

Viva

03

DUSCHOLUX
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New, better, Viva: The Viva swing door is the perfect blend of
design, functionality and individuality. Add your own specific personal style to your bathroom using striking touches of
colour and visual elegance. DUSCHOLUX CareTec® Pro glass
finishing is included in the price. This is where functionality
meets innovation. Making the Viva swing door a genuine style
icon by way of attractive design.

01

02

Viva

02

01
The swing door that opens both inwards
and outwards guarantees flexible access. Installed here with a wall connection profile.
02
A new addition to the colour range: Black

03

fittings and handles, providing even more
design possibilities.
03
PanElle can be integrated into the profile
and glass holder as a feature. For example, in Basalt Grey.
04
The optional, narrow wall profile provides an additional range of adjustment as
compensation for wall angles.

04

DUSCHOLUX
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Viva

Before – the wish.
After – the dream bathroom.

At the start of the story of a new bathroom there is an
idea, a need, a vision. Whatever the reason, we’ll finish
the story together with you. We’re happy to help you with
reliable expertise, an efficient process, countless special
solutions and our own installation team. After all, we want
to know that your dream has become a reality.

Collection
The one and only.
As flexible as you need.

The frameless product world Collection focuses on what’s
important: exceptional convenience, a simple look and
no effort. Tailor-made frameless shower enclosures give
you a unique shower experience in any room layout. With
almost limitless possibilities for installation and refined
details, Collection lets your creativity run wild. Lacking in
profile? Collection is anything but that.
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Collection
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01
Collection 3 is also a visual highlight
as a corner entry solution featuring the
Carbon glass variant.
02
The well thought out clip-in system of
Collection 3 Plus fastens the water drip
profile in a groove in the bottom edge

02

of the glass. The decisive advantage in
terms of cleaning: Dirt and limescale
cannot build up here.

03

03
A fine groove holds the plastic seals
directly onto the edge of the glass. With
Collection 3 Plus, cleaning has never
been easier.
04
Collection 3 simplifies versatile solutions.
Shown here as a niche solution with
swing door and side panel in Front and a
shower floor Fjord in Black Galaxy.

Collection

01

04

Collection 3 Swing door
Transparency without profiles.

The Collection 3 frameless shower enclosure leaves plenty
of scope for individual design. This is because the profilefree glass surfaces provide elegant transparency that can
enhance any room. The inside surfaces are flush, making
Collection 3 particularly easy to clean.

Collection 3C features
•

Frameless shower enclosure with 8 mm glass thickness

•

Fitting colour Chrome

•

Including DUSCHOLUX CareTec® Pro glass finishing

•

Screw-in flush fittings

•

Swing doors open inwards and outwards

•

Selection of handles and crossbars

•

Slim magnetic closure made of aluminium

•

Lift-and-lower mechanism for easy opening and closing

•

Additional installation options thanks to new glass-glass hinge

•

Shower enclosure height up to 2200 mm

Collection 3 Plus added value
•

Seals without a clamping surface

•

Completely flush internally for really easy cleaning

DUSCHOLUX
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Excellent design, attractive price.
The frameless and multi-award-winning Collection 3
shower enclosure is now available in the Collection 3C
version. Finished with DUSCHOLUX CareTec® Pro and a
smooth internal design, it’s particularly easy to clean.
The hinges are screw-fastened, offer various adjustment
options and additional designs and can also be used for
mirrored glass. DUSCHOLUX now offers the elegant
Collection look in an even wider range – so that no wish is
left unfulfilled.

04

Collection

01

05

04
With the glass-glass hinge, Collection 3C
offers new installation options. Collection 3C impresses with its aesthetically
pleasing appearance and is easy to clean
thanks to its flush inner surfaces.
05
A shower with integrated bench for
sitting? A custom cut-out makes even the
most unusual ideas possible.

02

01
When it comes to installation and fitting,

03

almost anything is possible: custom sizes, bevels and glass cut-outs make this
range work for every room layout.
02
The new glass-to-glass hinge of Collection 3C rounds off the installation options.
03
Small detail, big impact: the smooth internal screw-fixed hinges combined with
the DUSCHOLUX CareTec® Pro glass
finishing make Collection 3C particularly
easy to clean.

DUSCHOLUX
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01

Collection 3C Sliding door

Collection 3C with corner entry: a stable
and spacious solution that is bathed in

Aesthetically pleasing and elegant.

light, for straightforward installation
situations. Also available in non-standard

As a transparent shower enclosure with sliding doors, Col-

dimensions.

lection 3 stands out due to its ability to be adapted to the
specific room layout. Whether in niches, as a corner installa-

02

tion, or Walk-in variant, the frameless solution comes without

The Walk-in version in Black can be

an upper guide profile, giving a light, well-lit look and feel.

shoved together in order to save space.

03

The sleek, lateral wall profiles in Platinum Silver emphasise
the transparent design and provide modern visual highlights.

Roller guide at the top with Black-Chrome
design.
04

Collection 3C features
Frameless shower enclosure with 8 mm glass thickness

•

Fitting colours Platinum Silver, Black and Black-Chrome

•

Including DUSCHOLUX CareTec ® Pro glass finishing

•

Slim magnetic closure made of aluminium

•

Shower enclosure height up to 2100 mm

Minimalistic, transparent design: Handle
matches the Black-Chrome profile colour.
05
02

Niche installation in Black profile colour
as a transparent sliding door solution.

Collection

•

01

05

03

04

DUSCHOLUX
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01
Plenty of space under a sloped ceiling –
Collection 2, shown here with oval hinges
and fittings. It also fits in unusual room
layout.
02
The structural aesthetics of the corner
variant are clear and striking.
03
The matching hinges and handles have a

02

uniform design and a discrete style.
04

03

Collection 2 as corner installation with
swing door and side panel. The integrated lift-and-lower mechanism makes
it easy to open and close the door.

04

Collection 2

Classical design with a wide range of variants.
Collection 2 stands out due to its clear and harmonious
structural aesthetics. With its wide range of variants, this
DUSCHOLUX shower enclosure can be installed in a virtually unlimited number of different ways. With the exquisite,
traditional look of the handles and hinges, you will always be
making the right choice.

Features
•

Frameless shower enclosure

•

Glass thickness 8 mm (fixed parts), 6 mm (door parts)

•

Fitting colours Platinum Silver and Chrome Matt

•

Swing doors open inwards and outwards

•

Lift-and-lower mechanism for easy opening and closing

•

Fittings and handles rectangular or oval

•

Shower enclosure height up to 2100 mm

Collection

01

DUSCHOLUX
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Saving space for the bathtub.
Collection 2 is a shower enclosure that can swing out against
the wall to save space. As a frameless, one to three-leaf
panel overbath screen, it meets the highest design requirements.

Features
•

One- to three-panelled folding shower enclosure for the bathtub

•

Shower enclosure as a walk-in solution with wall crossbar or
ceiling support

•

Fitting colours Platinum Silver, Chrome Matt and Silver Matt

•

360° hinge for a wide range of movement

•

Fittings corner or oval

•

Height up to 1800 mm for the bathtub and up to 2100 mm as a

Collection

shower enclosure

01

Walk-in with no limits
01
Two-piece Collection 2 with rectangular
360° hinges. The hinges allow the door
elements to swing inwards or outwards
with ease.

Free-standing shower panels with spacious access, free of
any obstacles, enhance any modern bathroom. The Collection 2 offers limitless showering pleasure in arbitrary shapes
and sizes – fastened with ceiling support or wall crossbar to
suit the room configuration.

DUSCHOLUX
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Many faces.
One clear profile.
People from all over the world are behind the DUSCHOLUX
brand – as multi-talented and exceptionally qualified
individuals, they all help to ensure that our bath and shower
solutions not only meet your highest requirements, but
exceed them too. That’s what we call adding value.

„The best praise is
a satisfied customer.
That doesn’t take many
words.“

„What I do here is seen
and appreciated. That’s
why I like going to work,
even on a Monday.“

DUSCHOLUX
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Transparent trendsetter.
More room for ideas.

The frameless product world Air pays homage to true
freedom of design and a sensuality that creates a
great deal of personality from this minimalist style. The
free-standing shower enclosures work particularly well
in spacious and accessible Walk-in solutions. The large
number of colour options enables you to choose freely
between a carefully understated style and a sophisticated highlight. There’s more than love in the Air!

Air

Air

DUSCHOLUX
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01
Air Plus offers the lightness and transparency of the Air product world in combination with the DUSCHOLUX Bestone
Savona shower floor as a fast, secure
and maintenance-free package.
02
The 10 mm-thick glass is securely mounted without any crossbars getting in the
way. Wall slopes of up to 11 mm can be
compensated as standard.
03
Minimalist, easy-care aluminium profiles
replace the usual silicone joint with Air
past.

02

Air

Plus – making maintenance a thing of the

01
03

Air Plus

High standard with added value.
The new version of Air Plus impresses with the shortest
delivery times. The combination of a beautifully designed
DUSCHOLUX Bestone shower floor and Air shower enclosure
is always available straight away in standard sizes. If the wall
slope complies with construction standards, a measurement
is no longer required and the shower enclosure can be installed without delay. The special profile connection replaces
the usual silicone joint and makes Air Plus maintenance-free.
And, of course, this version of Air doesn't require a crossbar
and is particularly easy to clean using DUSCHOLUX CareTec® Pro glass finishing.

Features
•

Complete solution comprising DUSCHOLUX Bestone Savona
shower floor and frameless 10 mm walk-in shower enclosure

•

Transparent look – without the usual wall profile or crossbar

•

Including DUSCHOLUX CareTec ® Pro glass finishing

•

Maintenance-free and safe – with no visible silicone joints

•

Fast delivery with short turnaround times

•

Broad range of standard sizes, custom sizes available

•

Shower enclosure height up to 2200 mm

DUSCHOLUX
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Air 3

Maximum transparency.
No drilling or screws. Our newest Walk-in variant, the Air 3,
is mounted on the wall and the floor using concealed glass
anchors. Only a few, sophisticated components are required
to ensure the highest possible level of transparency and a
straightforward assembly process in only a single step. A
discrete, coloured silicone joint along the floor-wall interfaces suffices.

•

Frameless shower enclosure with 10 mm glass thickness

•

Spacious walk-in solution

•

Suitable for mounting on tiles and PanElle wall panelling

•

Including DUSCHOLUX CareTec ® Pro glass finishing

•

Profile-free for maximum transparency

•

Safety thanks to concealed glass anchors

•

Shower enclosure height up to 2200 mm

Air

Features

01

02

01
Not a profile in sight, yet a secure hold is
guaranteed by glass anchors.
02
Absolute facility in the absence of profiles. The free-standing 10 mm glass is
available in different colours of glass.

DUSCHOLUX
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Air

Free-standing and unique.
The free-standing Air shower panel is fastened via floor and
wall profiles, either surface-mounted or flush-mounted, and
so does not need a stabilising crossbar – even with shower
floors. The Air 2 variant goes one step further: With no
visible profiles, it offers a pure, clear appearance for modern
bathroom architecture. Glass heights up to 2200 mm, custom
sizes and different glass designs leave plenty of room for
individuality.

Air 2 features
•

Frameless shower enclosure with 10 mm glass thickness

•

Colours Silver Matt, Platinum Silver, Stainless Steel Finish and
Black
Wall profile also available in a flush-mounted version

•

Including DUSCHOLUX CareTec® Pro glass finishing

•

Four new eye-catching glass colours

•

Suitable for both tiled shower floors and shower enclosures

•

Shower enclosure height up to 2200 mm

Air

•

Air difference
01

•

Additional floor profile made of brushed stainless steel.

03

02
01
An interesting accent in modern bathroom architecture: Air 2 in Polar glass
with satin finish which fades as it rises.
02
Barely visible profiles with Air 2. Available as a surface-mounted or flush-mounted solution.
03 
The wedge-shaped floor profile of the Air
shower enclosure can have a slope of up
to one degree or 1.8 percent.

DUSCHOLUX
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Ocean Blue

Desert Sun

Ruby Red

Air

Sunset Gold

Air Colours
Air Colours makes state-of-the-art bathroom
design possible. The four new glass colours
Sunset Gold, Ocean Blue, Desert Sun and Ruby
Red transform the traditional shower enclosure
into an expressive design element.

Fjord Air with matching shower floor.
The Air shower enclosure and our floor-level Fjord shower
floor made of coloured mineral casting work particularly well
together. Drainage takes place via a small channel across the
width of the floor. A cover, which is the same colour as the
floor, conceals the drainage process. The edge of the floor
and the width of the channel are optimally tailored to each
other.

DUSCHOLUX
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DLight Air

For your own personal style.
DLight Air is one of the highlights of the Air shower enclosure
series. The integrated LED light bar provides for customised
colour and lighting effects. The Walk-in shower enclosure
with ESG clear or the “Grasses” motif will turn your bathroom
into something truly unique.
Features
•

Frameless shower enclosure with 10 mm glass thickness

•

Air wall profile with LED lighting strip and full range of RGB
colours

•

Variable adjustment in terms of colour, brightness and switching
of colours
Including DUSCHOLUX CareTec® Pro glass finishing

•

Shower enclosure height up to 2200 mm

Air

•

01
Air wall profile with LED light bar. Make
use of the entire RGB selection to set the
colour, brightness and colour changes.
02
The “Grasses” pattern is a real eye
catcher, combined here with the Fjord
Air shower floor made of mineral casting
with a surface that is easy to clean.

01

02

DUSCHOLUX
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Bathroom manufacture division.
Made just for you.
We’re happy to get hands on in our DUSCHOLUX bathroom manufacture division, handling unusual requests
and architectural visions. This is where we produce room
dividers, doors or personalised decoration to match your
ideas and measurements. We particularly demonstrate
our planning and craftsmanship skills when manufacturing

Bath manufacture

easy-to-clean glass doors and roomheight partitions.

By the way, special service is
included in all bathroom manufacture
orders – our DUSCHOLUX bathroom
manufacture team will provide you
with personal support from design to
installation to help you implement
property solutions. You will also be
able to rely on over 50 years of
DUSCHOLUX experience.

Bella Vita
Bestseller with style.
And meaning for life.

The reduced-frame product world Bella Vita gives you
the freedom to implement any design idea. With a wide
variety of versions, well-thought-out functions, spacious
dimensions and high-quality materials. The various door
and glass options give a small bathroom just as much
class as a large one – with a masterfully understated look.
Bella Vita makes life particularly beautiful.
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Bella Vita
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01
Big in small niches too: Bella Vita 3 can
be easily integrated anywhere to save
space.
02
A nice touch: the aesthetic profiles in a
variety of colours cover all screw connections and mountings.
03
Bella Vita 3 Plus offers ceiling-height solutions, even with Partial Fine Satin glass.

02

03

Bella Vita 3 Sliding door
Transparent with a touch of colour.

Winner of the iF product design award, Bella Vita has been
setting standards in functionality and adaptability for many
years. This is why we are constantly developing this product
world further. Since 2018, DUSCHOLUX has been offering
you additional floor to ceiling solutions with Bella Vita 3 Plus
that impress with a more transparent design with no wall
profiles.

Bella Vita 3 features
•

Reduced-frame shower enclosure

•

Glass thickness 8 mm (fixed parts), 6 mm (door parts)

•

Colours Silver Matt, Platinum Silver, Black and Black-Chrome

•

Slim magnetic closure made of aluminium

•

Optional soft-close function for smooth opening and closing

•

Push & Clean function for easy cleaning

•

Shower enclosure height up to 2100 mm

Bella Vita 3 Plus added value
•

No wall profile for an even more transparent design

•

Floor-to-ceiling version available

Bella Vita

01

DUSCHOLUX
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03

03

Bella Vita

02

01
Bella Vita 3 Plus stands out due to its
aesthetic, transparent design achieved
by forgoing wall profiles.
02
The sliding doors can be cleaned effortlessly using the practical Push & Clean
function. The sliding doors can pivoted
outwards by pressing on them gently
from the outside.
03
01

The glass hangers are integrated into the
profile. When the Bella Vita 3 Plus is installed in a corner, the Chrome cover cap
becomes an eye-catching highlight.
04
As a quarter circle shower with wall
profiles, the Bella Vita 3 Round shows its

Smooth-running with aesthetically pleasing
profiles.
No matter whether you opt for the linear or round version:
The innovative glass guidance on large rollers, optional selfclosing with soft-close effect and the high-quality materials
ensure quiet running. The aesthetically pleasing profiles are
particularly eye-catching. They cover all fittings and hangers and are also available in the trendy colours Black and
Black-Chrome.

adaptability. Optimum use of space with a
timeless design.

04

DUSCHOLUX
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01
The glass panel of the single-panelled
sliding door is freely moveable with Bella
Vita 3. This means that the fixtures are
easily accessible and can be cleaned
effortlessly.
02
Bella Vita 3 with single-piece sliding
element in combination with side panel.
The striking design shown here is the
Black variant.
03
An attractive solution for all niches which
cannot be closed off for structural or
optical reasons. Large-format glass is out
of the question? Then the two-panelled

02

Bella Vita

door can be used.

03

01

A distinct advantage.
With the transparent splash guard, a tub can be quickly
transformed into a spacious shower. This is made particularly appealing by the smooth-running sliding doors of Bella
Vita 3. One, two or four-panelled variants are available. Bella
Vita also features a wide range of Walk-in solutions. The one
or two-panelled sliding doors are functionally superior to the
traditional Walk-in versions.

DUSCHOLUX
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Bella Vita 3 Swing and
pivot folding door
Spacious or space-saving.

Every bathroom is different. That is why the Bella Vita 3
range offers additional door models for individual room requirements. Swing doors in numerous sizes and installation
variants enable comfortable access to the shower area. Pivot
folding doors are space-saving alternatives that still provide
a large entry area.

•

Reduced-frame shower enclosure with 6 mm glass thickness

•

Colours Silver Matt and Platinum Silver

•

Slim magnetic closure made of aluminium

•

Lift-and-lower mechanism for easy opening and closing

•

Shower enclosure height up to 2000 mm

02

01

03

01
The perfect niche solution: Bella Vita 3
swing door, flexible in terms of width and
height.
02
The swing door with side panel and the
Fjord shower floor provides convenient
access. The fixed panel with the Mirror
glass design is a splash guard and fullbody mirror in one.
03
Swing doors as corner entry with fixed
panels. Easy to open and close thanks to
the integrated lift-and-lower mechanism.

Bella Vita

Features

DUSCHOLUX
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Generous entry.
Whenever a large amount of space needs to be won, Bella
Vita 3's pivot folding doors are used. They provide a particularly generous entryway and can be folded completely
against the wall. The new bow-shaped handle mounted hori-

Bella Vita

zontally facilitates easy control of the glass leaves.

01

02

01
As a pivot folding door with Platinum
Silver profile and with horizontal handle.
Convenient use guaranteed. A miracle
for small niches with optimum utilisation
of space.
02
Corner entry with pivot folding door as a
transparent solution. The doors fold open
against the wall providing you with the
greatest possible amount of entry space.

DUSCHOLUX
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Bella Vita C Sliding door
Linear and discrete.

Our shower enclosure Bella Vita C with sliding doors wins
over customers with its linear design. Its panes of glass open
outwards, making them easier to clean. Bella Vita C features invisible fittings and is versatile in terms of its use and
installation options.

•

Reduced-frame shower enclosure with 6 mm glass thickness

•

Colours Silver Matt, Silver Silk Matt, Black and Black-Chrome

•

Shower enclosure height 2000 mm

02

01

03

01
Sliding door in niche. Partial Fine Satin
glass offers a greater degree of privacy.
02
Corner entry: The door elements can be
opened outwards to facilitate cleaning.
03
Wall connection with smooth-running
rollers in the upper profile. In Platinum
Silver in this case.
04
Round handle with discrete design.

04

Bella Vita

Features

Allegra
Linear classic.
A welcome addition to any bathroom.

If you prefer to see the big picture, welcome to the Allegra
product world. The entry-level series fits perfectly in any
situation while staying discreetly in the background. The
framed shower enclosures can be installed in a flash, so
they pay for themselves, especially if you’re building a
property. Allegra – the classic for your bathroom.
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Allegra
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02

Allegra

01

03

Allegra Sliding door
Comfortable and expressive.

Our new Allegra Plus with two-panelled sliding doors combines all the strengths of a classic with a modern, lighter look,
since the innovative seal means that the overlapping of the
glass is barely visible. This creates more transparency – and
requires less of a profile. The simple swing out mechanism
makes cleaning much easier.

Allegra features
•

Framed shower enclosure with 4 mm glass thickness

•

Colour Silver Matt

01

•

Two- and three-panelled sliding doors

The slim, transparent seals between

•

Doors open outwards for easy cleaning

the door and the fixed panel guarantee

•

Shower enclosure height 1900 mm

reliable splash protection without glass
overlapping.

Allegra C difference
•

Framed shower enclosure with 5 mm glass thickness

•

Shower enclosure height up to 2100 mm

02
Allegra Plus doors swing inwards,
making cleaning and maintenance much
easier.

Allegra Plus added value
•

5 mm glass thickness

•

Narrow, virtually transparent seals

•

Shower enclosure height up to 2000 mm

03
The two-panelled sliding door offers
various design options: as corner entry,
in niche designs or with an additional
side panel.

DUSCHOLUX
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The smart solution.
Allegra sliding doors with two or three sliding elements are
particularly smooth and safe. The connecting elements
are the handle bars integrated into the vertical profiles for
convenient opening and closing. The smart opening mechanism in the smooth glass surfaces ensures that the cleaning
process is straightforward.

Allegra

03

01

02

01
As a three-piece sliding door, Allegra
provides convenient and safe entry into
the niche.
02
The unhinging mechanism facilitates
cleaning.
03
Large corner entry thanks to sliding
doors that open on both sides.

DUSCHOLUX
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Functional and reliable.
The framed Allegra C offers corner entry and niche solutions. Expressive profiles emphasise the linear design. The
round, Chrome handle provides a deliberate visual contrast.
The unhinging mechanism simplifies cleaning and mainte-

Allegra

nance processes.

01

02

04

01
03

With its corner entry or niche options,
Allegra C is highly suitable for daily use.
02
The straightforward unhinging mechanism makes the shower easier to clean.
03
The round, Chrome handle provides an
appealing visual contrast to the Silver
Matt profiles.
04
Niche solution with transparent appearance thanks to barely visible seal
between door and fixed panel.

DUSCHOLUX
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Allegra Swing and pivot
folding door
Straightforward and versatile.

The Allegra shower enclosure is the classic entry-level
model from DUSCHOLUX as it offers brand quality at an
attractive price. Solid materials and high-quality workmanship ensure a long service life. Particularly practical: Allegra
has special glass protection which causes the water to bead
across its surface and which enables dirt deposits to be
more easily removed.

Features
•

Framed shower enclosure with 4 to 6 mm glass thickness

•

Colour Silver Matt

•

Swing, pivot and pivot folding door

•

Also available in Walk-in version

Allegra

• Shower enclosure height 2000 mm
02
01

04

01
02

The swing doors can be opened inwards
and outwards. The floor-level corner
installation design means that the shower

03

can be accessed conveniently.
02
A stylish highlight: the rounded handle
with Black insert.
03
The horizontal version of the handle is
better suited to the pivot folding door in
terms of ergonomics.
04
Swing door with fixed panel in niche.
Easy to open and close thanks to the
integrated lift-and-lower mechanism.

DUSCHOLUX
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01
Pivot door with fixed part and side panel.
02
Conveniently, the 2-panelled pivot folding
door folds open against the wall.
03
Thanks to the pivot folding door, the
corner entry area is very large. The
significant amount of glass used gives
appearance.

02

Allegra

the shower enclosure a light and flexible

01
03

Robust, clever and space-saving.
The Allegra always exhibits a clear design and fits seamlesly
into any room layout. The folding pivot doors with horizontal
handles impress as particularly space-saving solutions in
niches and corners. Thanks to the internally flush hinges
with their modern, linear aesthetics, the doors can rest up
against the wall, thus saving space. The smart wall connection profile with its adjustment range of up to 25 millimetres
simplifies the assembly process.

02

DUSCHOLUX
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Walk-in re-imagined.
In addition to the numerous existing installation variants and
door designs, DUSCHOLUX also has a range of new Walk-in
solutions. From two geometric designs in Black to a transparent clear glass solution with coloured profiles in Silver,

02

01

01
Allegra Walk-in with Black decor and a
narrow wall profile with equalising function. Combined with the Savona shower
floor in this case.
02
The Walk-in solution impresses with its
floor-level access, White profile and
White crossbar. The discrete clear glass
pane remains in the background.

Allegra

Black or White Matt.

DUSCHOLUX
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02

01
The self-supporting complete shower,
Allegra C, provides everything you need
for a wonderful showering experience in

02
Would you prefer the curved version?
01

Then order the round variant of Allegra C.
Ticks all boxes, installed in a flash.

Allegra C
Complete shower system
Ready to be installed.

Showering in untiled spaces? With Allegra C, it’s a clean affair. The complete shower can be set up swiftly on site so it is ready to be installed – with
all of the functions you require and without any time-consuming conversion work. Because the self-supporting solution has a non-slip, easy-clean
shower floor, an all-round enclosed shower cabin made of glass and heightadjustable fittings pole and practical shelf. Straightforward and great value
for money.

Features
•

Complete shower system

•

Colour Silver Matt

•

Rear walls made of Fine Satin Optiwhite

•

Round or rectangular version

•

Sliding doors can be swing inwards for easy cleaning

•

Can be installed anywhere: only water connection and drain needed

•

Total height 2080 mm

Allegra

a single product.

PanElle
Straightforward alternative.
For a new atmosphere in the bathroom.

A completely new atmosphere in the bathroom, with absolutely no dirt, dust and laborious renovation work? No
problem! With the ingenious PanElle wall panelling system,
DUSCHOLUX offers a simple alternative that will give your
bathroom a makeover without having to go through a full
renovation. PanElle wall panelling panels are available in
many colours and patterns or with personal photographic motifs. They are simply installed over the top of the
existing base and can be easily adapted to the existing
architecture thanks to the modular system. This is quick to
install, impresses with its modern design and provides an
astonishing new atmosphere.
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PanElle
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PanElle Wall panelling
From outdated to astonishing.

Want to turn an outdated bathroom into a wellness oasis in
no time at all without any laborious conversion work? And
without noise, dirt and dust? It’s never been so simple – with
PanElle. PanElle wall panelling is available in various attractive colours, patterns and layouts. It can be adapted to the
surroundings wonderfully well and, thanks to the joint-free
assembly process, is incredibly easy to clean.

Features
•

Wall panelling made of rigid foam panels with acrylic coating

•

Panel thickness 6 mm or 11 mm

•

Twelve individual colours, four graphic patterns, six on-trend
patterns and four natural stone panels

•

195 RAL colours or personalised designs available using the
photo printing process
Joint, profile or invisible PanElle Click connections

•

100% moisture-resistant

•

Scratch-resistant, impact-resistant, light-resistant

•

Easy cleaning thanks to fewer joints

•

Panel size up to 1500 x 2500 mm

PanElle

•

Before
After

DUSCHOLUX
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PanElle Graphics

New patterns in black and white set
bathroom trends.
In modern bathrooms, individuality is the key. That is why DUSCHOLUX
has added four new PanElle Graphics patterns to its PanElle wall panelling

01

range. They are inspired by hip architectural trends and add new touches

The perfect cut at the factory ensures
a precise, waterproof transition without

to your bathroom design. The key detail here is the intensity: you can deter-

offset in the Flowers, Cubes, Lines and

mine the degree of transparency yourself with a choice of four gradations.

Trigon patterns.

This way, you can achieve individual and surprising effects.

02
With PanElle Graphics, you can create
unique effects in your bathroom – in
combination with the glass colour Carbon
for example.
03
With PanElle Graphics, you can choose
the degree of intensity yourself: with

02

PanElle

90, 70, 40 or 20% transparency.

01

03

90%

70%

40%

20%

Flowers

Cubes

Lines

Trigon

DUSCHOLUX
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PanElle Stone

Elegant look with genuine natural stone.
01

PanElle Stone is a unique combination of genuine natural

With PanElle Click, the tiles merge into

stone and the proven PanElle wall panelling system. The sto-

one another almost invisibly. The water-

ne is applied onto the backing layer in a thickness of 2-4 mm.

proof connection is particularly suitable

With various types of slate, PanElle Stone impresses with the

for the new, large-scale patterns.

look and feel of a natural product, which can be easily ma-

02

chined and has a very low dead weight. As with real stone,

The new connection for wall panelling

each tile is an original and offers a different effect.

with a thickness of 11 mm is a revolutionary alternative to buffer profiles and

01

Earth
01

Graphite

Volcano

Quartz

PanElle

silicone joints.

02

PanElle Click – Invisible and revolutionary.
We have extended our PanElle wall panelling range with a
practical connection solution that has a panel thickness of
PanElle Stone
Looks like real stone, but is PanElle
wall panelling: available in the colours
Earth, Graphite, Volcano and Quartz,
PanElle Stone is an interesting alternative to heavy natural slabs.

11 mm: PanElle Click is particularly easy to install and ensures
a homogeneous, almost invisible transition. That is why the
system is perfectly suited to large-scale patterns and photo
prints as an alternative to buffer profiles and silicone joints.
You can position PanElle Click precisely and without offset –
visually seamless and waterproof.

DUSCHOLUX
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PanElle Individual
Anything is possible.

PanElle is available in twelve individual colours, six trendy
patterns, four graphic patterns and four natural stone variants.
In addition, you can choose from 195 RAL colours to create
customised solutions. With such a huge range of options, it is
possible to turn any room into a unique wellness bathroom
with an individual touch. From the classy, traditional look right

PanElle

through to a trendy, modern appearance.

225 Dark Grey Metallic

001 White

223 Grey

061 Pergamon

233 Cappuccino

226 Taupe Metallic

228 Burnt Orange

224 Mint

255 Medium
Grey

256 Basalt Grey

225 Dark Grey
Metallic

253 Stone Blue

254 Blue Grey
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PanElle Trend

Trendy materials for your bathroom.
You really do have to take a close look to work it out: The six
trendy PanElle patterns offer all the advantages of smooth
surfaces and effortless cleaning. No matter if you opt for a
concrete, wooden, brickwork or tiled effect - the astoundingly genuine-looking eleven millimetre-thick acrylic sheets
have an ultramodern appearance and will give your bath-

PanElle

room genuine loft-like character.

243 Concrete

262 Exposed Concrete

263 Wood Vintage

264 Brickwork

265 Tiles Anthracite

266 Tiles Grey

DUSCHOLUX
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PanElle Photo printing
Boundless character.

Images selected from an image database or your own highresolution photo motifs used as a large-scale wall design
can turn rooms into unique bathing landscapes. They are
simply printed onto PanElle panels using a glass effect. They
can also be illuminated as an Enlight version on request and
then mounted. So, if you’ve ever wanted to shower above
the rooftops of New York City, you need only step into your

PanElle

bathroom.

Enlight – illuminating perspectives.
With an illuminated Enlight photo motif, PanElle can have a
quite incredible impact on your bathroom. Niche and Walkin showers in particular benefit from the thrilling lighting
conditions that are created in combination with your images.
The wall panelling system also gives the space a particular
atmosphere when it is used to provide a touch of colour. The
decisive advantage: As they have no joints, PanElle panels
are a lot more hygienic than tiles.

DUSCHOLUX
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PanElle WC-panelling
Elegantly packaged.

Using design panelling for toilet modules, it is possible to use PanElle to
convert a conventional standalone toilet into an easy-to-clean wallmounted toilet quickly and easily. The pre-fabricated panelling, which
is available in four noble standard colours, is modified on site. The surface, which is free of joints and very easy to clean, makes the panelling
particularly impressive. In no time at all and with very little effort, your
toilet will be turned into a hygienic eye-catcher.

Features
•

Designer panelling for WC units from Tece and Geberit

•

Four colours available in stock

•

For fast transformation from a free-standing to a wall-mounted WC

•

Height adjustment on site – delivered with length to spare

•

Additional PanElle Objects colours available for custom-made orders and made

02

PanElle

PanElle

to measure

02
01

01
The PanElle panelling for the Tece module, shown in Grey Beige here, is available in four different colours. Other
colours and made-to-measure panels can
be custom-made on request.
02
Swift conversion from standalone toilet
to wall-mounted toilet. Also with the
panelling in the colour Black Star for the
toilet module Duofix by Geberit.

241 Pure White

234 Grey Beige

132 Light Grey

235 Black Star

Shower floors
Sure footing on level ground.
Impressively hygienic and elegant.

Modern bathrooms are open, inviting and bright. Floorlevel showers are enjoying great popularity: Without a
threshold, they are also safe and convenient for older
people. DUSCHOLUX has a full range of floor-level shower
floors. They offer a significant advantage in comparison to
tiled floors: They have no joints and thanks to their smooth,
yet non-slip, surface, are easy to clean.
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Shower floors
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Savona Shower floor

The shower fitted flush with the floor.
With Savona, we are offering a shower floor made from the new material
DUSCHOLUX Bestone, in keeping with the bathtub Formia. The drain is
concealed under a rectangular cover made from stainless steel or in the
same colour as the floor. Savona is available in many standard sizes or can
be cut to the desired size.

•

Flush shower floor made of DUSCHOLUX Bestone

•

Available in White and Cement Grey

•

Pleasant, natural feel

•

Silk matt, antibacterial surface

•

Highest non-slip safety class C in accordance with DIN 51097

•

Available in many sizes

Blind ??? Shower floors

Features

01

02

01
Savona is available in five standard sizes
and two elegant colours: White and
Cement Grey.
02
DUSCHOLUX Bestone also provides a
pleasant feeling and a secure footing
for the Savona shower floors. The flat
shower floor has a drain cover in the
same colour as the floor.

DUSCHOLUX
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Free Base Shower floor
Ultra-flat and flexible.

Free Base 2 is an ultra-flat shower floor made of sanitary
acrylic with a drain system that can be positioned in different areas. 15 standard sizes leave nothing to be desired.
The decisive advantage: Almost any shower enclosure can
be individually combined with Free Base 2. At the same time,
the body-friendly material is pleasantly warm underfoot – a
perfect shower experience.
Black Galaxy

Fjord Shower floor

Self-coloured and flush to the floor.
The flat Fjord shower floor is made of coloured mineral casting and has the appearance of precious natural stone. A visual
highlight of the shower floor is the drain system via a small
channel which is the same colour as the floor. As such, it is
practically invisible and lends itself to the classy and smooth
overall design. As a complete solution, the Fjord Air shower
floor is also available with milled groove for a Walk-in shower
enclosure.

Fjord features  
•

Flush shower floor made of a mineral casting

•

Available in four different colours

•

Innovative asymmetrical design

•

Narrow drain channel with cover in same colour as the floor

•

To be fitted flush with the floor or set up on the floor

•

Available in many sizes

Free Base features
•

Ultra-flat shower floor, fitted flush with the floor, made of
sanitary acrylic

•

Product colour White

•

Modern, flush drain cover in White or Chrome

•

Option to choose drain position

•

Available in many sizes

Brown Sand

Grey Sky

Shower floors

White

DUSCHOLUX
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Overview of series
Shower floors

Bestone

Mineral Casting

               

Savona
900 x 900 mm
1200 x 900 mm
1400 x 900 mm
1600 x 800 mm
1600 x 900 mm

Fjord
Fjord Air
900 x 900 mm
1000 x 900 mm
1200 x 900 mm
1400 x 900 mm

White

1000 x 1000 mm
1200 x 1000 mm
1400 x 1000 mm

01

Free-Base 2

Sanitary Acrylic

Individual

White

Sanitary Acrylic

Free Base 2
900 x 750 mm
900 x 800 mm
900 x 900 mm
1000 x 800 mm
1000 x 900 mm
1000 x 1000 mm
1200 x 800 mm
1200 x 900 mm

Cement Grey

Black Galaxy

Brown Sand

1200 x 1000 mm
1200 x 1200 mm
1400 x 900 mm
1600 x 900 mm
1700 x 750 mm
1700 x 900 mm
1800 x 800 mm

Ancona Trend 640
800 x 800 mm
Ancona Trend 641
900 x 900 mm
Ancona Trend 645
1000 x 1000 mm

Ancona Trend 647
1200 x 800 mm
Ancona Trend 648
1200 x 900 mm

Malaga Round Trend 771
900 x 900 mm
Malaga Round Trend 775
1000 x 1000 mm

Grey Sky

Shower floors

Fjord

Savona

Material

Bathtubs
Appealing bathtub designs.
Turn your bathroom into a wellness oasis.

Free-standing bathtubs have been popular for many years,
but they require a lot of space. If you do not have much
space, you will be happy to hear that DUSCHOLUX also
offers attractive bathtub shapes with wall connections in
all sizes – including small modern bathtubs. All tubs are
manufactured using body-friendly sanitary acrylic or the
innovative material DUSCHOLUX Bestone. These materials
are warm to the touch, have very good thermal insulation
characteristics and a long service life.
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Bathtubs
Optima
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Step-in Pure Bath solution
An surprising different approach to
showering and bathing.

Step-in Pure is a combination of rectangular bathtub and
shower solution. A flexible door insert turns the easily accessible
and spacious shower into a securely sealed bath in an instant.
A particular feature is the additional design flexibility afforded
by the PanElle tub surrounds. Design flexibility with patterns and
colours and the combination options with two different-coloured
door inserts provide an individual touch in the bathroom.

•

Bathtub and shower solution as a single unit

•

Apron in various colours

•

Removable door insert made of acrylic

•

Convenient access to the shower area

•

Secure locking system with two drains

•

Left- and right-handed version, useful volume 170-230 litres

•

Suitable for use with various DUSCHOLUX shower enclosures

Blind ??? Bathtubs

Features

02

001

223

224

061

225

226

233

228

253

254

255

256

246

247

242

Aprons Colour
001 White
223 Grey
224 Mint

01

061 Pergamon
225 Dark Grey Metallic
226 Taupe Metallic
233 Cappuccino
01

228 Burnt Orange
253 Stone Blue

The Step-in Pure door inserts are avai-

254 Blue Grey

lable in Translucent White and Anthracite.

255 Medium Grey

02
Step-in Pure can be combined with a
variety of DUSCHOLUX shower enclosure
– as sliding, swinging or folding variants.

256 Basalt Grey
246 Bright White Matt
247 Dark Beige Matt
242 Light Grey Matt
243 Concrete

243

DUSCHOLUX
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Formia Bathtub
Matt look, natural feel.

The new rectangular Formia tub is available in the new
DUSCHOLUX Bestone material as a free-standing and
wall version. The matt appearance and the central drain
in chrome make Formia simple and modern.

•

Rectangular bathtub made of DUSCHOLUX Bestone

•

Product colour White

•

Free-standing or with wall connection

•

Matt look and natural feel

•

Spacious interior with water depth of up to 40 cm

•

Duo form: can accommodate two bathers

•

Central drain with cover in chrome

Bathtubs

Features

01

02

01
Formia is our new and modern rectangular
bathtub measuring 1700 x 750 x 600 mm
(Formia Free) and 1700 x 850 x 600 mm
(Formia Wall).
02
The matt appearance is what makes this
tub so special – and the central drain with a
moulded, flush overflow is very convenient.

DUSCHOLUX
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Bathtubs

02

01

Prime-line Bathtub
Bathing without limits.

With Prime-line, DUSCHOLUX offers 13 different bathtubs in
a whole range of different shapes and sizes – from classical
rectangular versions through round baths and corner baths
and on to asymmetrical solutions. Their common characteristics: Convex curved interior walls, a distinctive edge width
and particularly spacious reclining areas for superb comfort
in use.

03

01
DUSCHOLUX still places value on having
a wide range of standard bathtubs with
different shapes and installation options.

Prime-line features
•

Bathtub made of sanitary acrylic

•

Product colour White

•

Striking design with high degree of reclining comfort

•

Available in many sizes and shapes

Piccolo features

02
The seamless transition between the tub
and the panelling is particularly appealing. With the Prime-Line Free, precisely
formed apron is also available in Black or
Ruby Red.

•

Small-space bathtub made of sanitary acrylic

03

•

Product colour White

Three different lengths to make optimum

•

Modern, fresh design

use of the available space, ergonomically

•

Optimal use of space

formed, surprisingly large reclining surfaces – that is the concept behind small
Piccolo bathtubs.

DUSCHOLUX
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Overview of series
Bathtubs

Oval baths

Formia Free
1700 x 750 mm

Prime-line 261
1800 x 750 mm

Hexagonal baths

Formia Wall
1700 x 850 mm

Prime-line 262
1800 x 800 mm

Prime-line 263
1900 x 800 mm

Ancona 110
1700 x 750 mm
Ancona 112
1800 x 800 mm

Ancona Vario 242
1800 x 800 mm
Ancona Vario 243
1700 x 800 mm

Ancona Free-line 118
1800 x 800 mm

Ancona 2259
1800 x 800 mm
Ancona 2269
1900 x 900 mm

Piccolo 155/156
1600 x 750/600 mm
Piccolo 157/158
1750 x 750/600 mm

Piccolo, 163/164
1600 x 750/500 mm
Piccolo, 167/168
1650 x 750/500 mm
Piccolo, 173/174
1750 x 750/500 mm

Prime-line 264
1700 x 750 mm

Prime-line 257
1800 x 800 mm
Prime-line 259
2000 x 900 mm

Prime-line 245
1400 mm

Prime-line Free
1800 x 900 mm
2000 x 900 mm

Prime-line 251
1600 x 1000 mm
Prime-line 252
mirrored

Prime-line Wall
1800 x 900 mm

Prime-line 253
1700 x 1200 mm
Prime-line 254
mirrored

Prime-line 265
1700 x 750 mm

Step-in Pure
1600 x 750 mm
1700 x 750 mm
1800 x 800 mm

Malaga 460
1550 x 1050 mm
Malaga 470
1750 x 1100 mm

Piccolo

Individual

Prime-line

Prime-line 260
1700 x 750 mm

Corner baths

Malaga 461
1550 x 1050 mm
Malaga 471
1750 x 1100 mm

Piccolo 180/181
1750 x 800/500 mm

Prime-line 255
1900 x 900 mm

Bathtubs

Formia

Rectangle baths

DUSCHOLUX
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Our new website lets you really immerse
yourself in the DUSCHOLUX product worlds
on any device. The simplified navigation
with a practical search function helps you
to find the information you need quickly and
easily. Downloads and specific content for
your individual needs help you with planning – in trade and crafts. Whether you’re
an architect, planner or private customer,
with www.duscholux.com you're on the
right side.

DUSCHOLUX
online

DUSCHOLUX

Configurator

Here’s how planning can be fun and
make sense.
The configurator is the key feature of our new website: with
intuitive user guidance, it makes it fun for you to find your
ideal customised bathroom solution. It's quite simple: enter
your structural requirements, followed by the type of shower
or PanElle wall panelling you want. The program processes
your data and immediately provides you with the most suit-
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01
Surprising effects with our PanElle
wall panelling: experience how colours
can change the effect of a room and
customise your shower area.
02
Variable and realistic down to the last
detail: the configurator also takes into
account whether your shower enclosure
should stand on a shower floor or a tiled
floor.

able solution – realistically displayed and with a price quotation for the selected model. There’s no clearer way to plan
your shower solution.

01

02

Our configurator undergoes continuous development for
your benefit. You now also have the option of uploading your
own images. The required section can be selected intuitively
during this process and viewed as PanElle wall panelling in
the preview. You then have the option of downloading the file
as a high-resolution JPG or PDF.

DUSCHOLUX
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Product registration.
Register your product and reap the
rewards.

Each of our DUSCHOLUX products is assigned a unique
guarantee number. You can find this under the DUSCHOLUX
clip on your product in blue or black type. Use the guarantee
number to register your product on our website and receive
a small welcome gift in the post. By registering your product,
you will also be able to order any spare parts you require at
a later time. And with your guarantee number, you will find
matching products on the DUSCHOLUX online shop.

01
A guarantee clip is affixed to every
DUSCHOLUX shower enclosure. You will
find the individual guarantee number of
your product under the cap.

01

DUSCHOLUX
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Bella Vita
3 Plus / 3 Sliding door

Bella Vita
3 Swing and pivot folding door

Bella Vita
C

Allegra

Allegra
Walk-in

Allegra
C Complete shower system

Step-in Pure
Bath solution

Air 
2
Air / Fjord Air
(inkl. DLight)

Air 
3

Air 
Plus

Collection
2

Collection
3C Sliding door

Collection
3C Swing door

Collection
3 Plus

Viva
Sliding door

Shower enclosure colours

Viva 
Swing door

Profile and glass colours

▯

▯

▯

▯

▯

▯

▯

Colours

▯

▯
▯

070 Silver Matt
079 Chrome Matt

062 Platinum Silver

214 Stainless Steel

248 Black (matt)

078 Chrome

Brushed

076 Black (glossy)

249 Black-Chrome

▯

3

070 Silver Matt
062 Platinum Silver
079 Chrome Matt

001 White (glossy)

▯

237 White Matt

252 Stainless Steel

074 Silver Silk Matt

▯

▯

▯

078 Chrome

▯

Finish

214 Stainless Steel Brushed
252 Stainless Steel Finish
076 Black (glossy)

Gläser Duschwände

248 Black (matt)
249 Black-Chrome
001 White
237 White Matt

Glasses
461 Sunset Gold mit CareTec Pro
462 Ocean Blue mit CareTec Pro

461 S unset Gold

462 O
 cean Blue

463 D
 esert Sun

464 R
 uby Red

551 Clear

594 Carbon

with CareTec Pro

with CareTec Pro

with CareTec Pro

with CareTec Pro

751 Clear with

794 Carbon with

463 Desert Sun mit CareTec Pro

CareTec Pro

CareTec Pro

464 Ruby Red mit CareTec Pro

▯
▯

▯

▯

▯

▯

▯
▯

▯

▯

▯

▯

▯

▯

▯

▯

▯

551 Clear
751 Clear with CareTec Pro
594 Carbon
794 Carbon with CareTec Pro

583 Fine Satin

601 Partial Fine

602 Mirror Effect

613 Mastercarrée

814 Polar with

811 Optiwhite Grasses

Optiwhite

Satin

802 Mirror Effect

813 M astercarrée

CareTec Pro

with CareTec Pro

783 F
 ine Satin

801 Partial Fine

with CareTec Pro

with CareTec Pro

Optiwhite with

Satin with CareTec

CareTec Pro

Pro

2

583 Fine Satin Optiwhite

2

783 Fine Satin Optiwhite with CareTec Pro

2

601 Partial Fine Satin

2

801 Partial Fine Satin with CareTec Pro

2

602 Mirror Effect

2

802 Mirror Effect with CareTec Pro

2

613 Mastercarrée

2

813 Mastercarrée with CareTec Pro

1

Shower floor colours
Savona

814 Polar with CareTec Pro
811 Optiwhite Grasses with CareTec Pro

Fjord

604 Optiwhite Clear
804 Optiwhite Clear with CareTec Pro
2

607 Optiwhite Partial Fine Satin
807 Optiwhite Partial Fine Satin with

2

CareTec Pro
817 Decor C89 Black with CareTec Pro
818 Decor C91 Black with CareTec Pro

White

Cement Grey

White

Black Galaxy

Brown Sand

Grey Sky

▯ Design Feature

Special Feature

1

only for 1-panelled sliding door

2

not for round

3

only for pivot door

Our products are exclusively available from bathroom retailers.
Products may differ from the images. No liability is accepted for printing errors or
incorrect technical information and images. All information is subject to change.
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